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LIVE AUCTION 
and 

BY MAIL 
 

philately - postal history 
 

sale catalogue no.99 
 

SATURDAY 13 NOVEMBER 2021
 

unique session 3 p.m. (local time) 
lots 1-470 

 
 

www.vaccari.it/filatelia/asta/?SetLanguage=en 
In the site, thanks to the new system, you can find what you are interested in easily, see all the lots reproduced (some of them 

only partially), send your offer quickly also from smartphone or tablet, 
consult (at the end of the auction) the list of unsold items (available at the starting price until 13 December) and prices realised. 

 
 
 

NO COMMISSION CHARGES ON BIDS 
Pour vos offres d’achat il n’y a pas de commissions 

Keine Provision berechnet wird 
VAT INCLUDED 

 
 

BIDS 
mail, fax, e-mail, internet bids 

requests for phone connection and live bidding registration 
will be accepted until 

FRIDAY 12 NOVEMBER 2021 - 5 p.m. (local time) 
We would like to remind you that in case of equal bids the first one arrived wins. 

 
LIVE BIDDING 

following registration in the site - see terms of sale 
 

TELEPHONE BIDS (recorded) 
following written request - see terms of sale 

 
 
 
Please read TERMS OF SALE carefully 
(in the catalogue and in the page of the auction in the site) 
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VIEWING OF LOTS 
 

Vaccari seat 
from Monday 4 October to Thursday 11 November 2021 

9:00 a.m. - 1 p.m. and 2:30 - 6:30 p.m. (local time) 
(from Monday to Friday) 
only upon appointment 

 
(other days and times on demand) 

 

* * * 
 

UNIQUE SESSION - 3 p.m. (local time) 
 

lots 1-470 
 

Preadhesive or unfranked letters 
Lombardy Venetia - Modena - Naples and Naples Provinces - Parma 
Papal State - Romagne - Sardinia - Sicily - Tuscany - Risorgimento 

Kingdom of Italy - R.S.I. and Regency - Republic of Italy - Trieste AMG-VG/FTT 
Italian post offices abroad - Colonies - Occupations, Military 

Varieties - Sea routes -Foreign countries - Lots and Collections - Miscellaneous, Curiosities 
 

* * * 
 

FOREWORD 
 
A “smart” auction, only by mail and LIVE, therefore without being present in the room, and with a limited number 
of lots (470), thus “smart” in every sense. This type of auction is new for us, in the continuous goal of combining 
innovation and tradition. 
 
New is the procedure for the auction, which will be held on Saturday 13 November, but behind closed doors. I will 
manage the offers received by correspondence on the previous days, and the auctioneer will proceed to the 
knocking down by receiving the further bids which will however only be LIVE or through telephone connection. 
The deadline for registering remote offers and requests to participate via LIVE auction or telephone (sent by post, 
fax, e-mail or from the site) is Friday 12 November, at 5 p.m. (local time). 
As to the site, its new system gives the possibility to clearly view each part even from a smartphone and/or a tablet 
and consequently the sending of bids is very simple and fast. 
 
The points that instead reflect our custom remain firm, important to exactly identify each lot and to be able to buy 
with confidence. In our terms of sale all the ways to participate are clearly and in detail indicated. 
 
- Lots are described with care and clarity and reproductions are integral part of descriptions. 
- Lots have all been photographed (some of them only partially), and all the images are in the catalogue in the 

site. 
- The digital version of the hard-copy catalogue can be browsed and downloaded in a pdf file from the page 

devoted to the auction in our site (www.vaccari.it/filatelia/asta). 
- All the lots are available for viewing by our premises, upon appointment, from Monday 4 October to Thursday 

11 November. 
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- The lots with my initials or signature, regardless of whether they come with or without an expert certificate, are 

absolutely guaranteed with reference to their description and, among them, those with a value higher than 
500.00 euro come with a Vaccari S.r.l. certificate of guarantee free of charge. 

- At Vaccari auctions, no commission is applied to buyers’ return prices (generally 20/22%). 
 
- Once the auction is over, you will find the list of auction returns and possible lots unsold, available at the 

starting price until 13 December. 
 
Despite the small quantity, there are many noteworthy or peculiar “pieces”. I again suggest you browse the 
catalogue or search for what is of interest to you; anyway, our daily web magazine Vaccari news 
(www.vaccarinews.it) and our social pages (facebook, linkedin, twitter, instagram), the institutional one 
VaccariFilatelia and the on-line VaccariShop, will point out some of the lots. 
 
Most of those reproduced on the hard-copy catalogue cover belong to the Old Italian States section. 
From the Duchy of Modena, one letter fragment (lot 65) franked with c.40 carmine of Sardinia with grid 
cancellation with boxed “Zocca” alongside, both in green azure. It is a really rare evidence of c.40 cancelled in 
Zocca with this kind of cancellation: the grid postmark was used, in Modena post office, only from 26.6.1852 to 
13.7.1852; it was substituted by another type since it cancelled the postage stamps too lightly. When the post office 
in Zocca was opened (1.1.1859), besides the nominal postmark and that for registered letters, they received the grid 
one; in Modena they always used black ink, while in Zocca the few impressions known are in green azure. 
For Naples, during Farini Regency period, one really fresh and well preserved pair (lot 76) of t.1/2 deep blue 
“Crocetta” with line cancellation “Annullato” (introduced in February 1861). In the pair, the first example is with 
wavy lines watermark, while the second one is without watermark and it has one margin short at top on the right. 
The printed matter wrapper (lot 95) from Naples to Durham (Great Britain) of 14.2.1862 is franked up to 
destination for a first postage rate with Naples Provinces gr.1/2 greyish brown + gr.2 blue. The small circle 
cancellation “Napoli al Porto 14 Feb. 62” has a “P.D.” alongside. On arrival, the first address was crossed out and it 
was forwarded to York with p.1 red (perforated 14) cancelled with Sunderland numeral “761”. It is a really rare 
combination. 
Then we have the Provisional Government of Parma, with c.80 olive bistre (lot 104) with a quite invisible hinge. 
Some examples for the Papal State: b.50 blue (lot 109) and b.50 dark ultramarine (lot 110) (print of 1864 defective 
because of cliché rust), both unused with original gum with hinge; c.3/1868 rose grey (lot 130), unused with 
original gum without hinge. 
From Sardinia, c.40 lilac rose of the IV issue (lot 170) with invisible trace of hinge. 
From Sicily, gr.1 I plate I state paper of Naples rust brown (lot 199), unused without gum, with retouch n.R14, and 
gr.50 lake brown (position 52) (lot 211) with good margins and with part of the lower example with double 
impression really evident (pos.62); the horse-shoe cancellation is well centred. 
And from Tuscany, cr.60 deep scarlet on greyish paper (lot 224), with 3 very good margins and 1 perfect at top, 
with light cancellation “P.D.” It is in very good condition and freshness. 
As to foreign countries, an example is the letter (lot 401) from San Marino to Faenza with Sardinia c.5 green + c.10 
bistre with boxed cancellation “S.Marino” + small circle “Rimini 10 Set. 63” repeated alongside, and, on the back, 
“Faenza 10 Set. 63” on arrival. 
 
About the other categories, in the Kingdom of Italy there is a section devoted to Florence as a capital city, and then 
R.S.I. and Regency, the Italian Republic,... 
I leave it to you to find out what this catalogue number 99 proposes and I hope you will find what you are looking 
for. 
 
 

Paolo Vaccari 
Chairman Board of Directors 

Vaccari S.r.l. 
Vignola, October 2021 
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ON PAPER CATALOGUE COVER 
 
 

DUCHY OF MODENA - Sardinia 
letter fragment franked with c.40 carmine Vaccari n.55 
(close on the right) - Sassone n.16Ca - grid cancellation 
with boxed “Zocca” alongside, both in green azure - it is a 
really rare evidence of c.40 cancelled in Zocca with this 
kind of cancellation: the grid postmark was used, in Modena 
post office, only from 26.6.1852 to 13.7.1852; it was 

substituted by another type since it cancelled the postage stamps too lightly; when the post office in 
Zocca was opened (1.1.1859), besides the nominal postmark and that for registered letters, they received 
the grid one; in Modena they always used black ink, while in Zocca the few impressions known are in 
green azure - A.Diena - En.Diena (cert.1990) - Paolo Vaccari (cert.2014) - lot 65 - BASE 1,400.00 
 
 

NAPLES - Farini Regency
t.1/2 deep blue “Crocetta” Vaccari n.16a, really fresh and well preserved 

pair - the first example with wavy lines watermark, the second one without 
watermark and with margin short at top on the right - Sassone 2021 n.16b = 

euro 40.000,00+ - line cancellation “Annullato” (introduced in February 
1861) - En.Diena (cert.1982) - Luigi Raybaudi - Fiecchi - Paolo Vaccari 

(cert.2021) - lot 76 - BASE 6,500.00
 
 
NAPLES 
printed matter wrapper from Naples to Durham (Great Britain) of 
14.2.1862 franked up to destination for a first postage rate with Naples 
Provinces gr.1/2 greyish brown + gr.2 blue Vaccari n.7c+9 - Sassone 
n.18c+20 - small circle cancellation “Napoli al Porto 14 Feb. 62” with 
“P.D.” alongside - on arrival, the first address was crossed out and it 
was forwarded to York with p.1 red perforated 14 Yvert n.10, 
Sunderland numeral cancellation “761” - postage stamps of a very 
good quality - really rare combination - postal-historical description 
by M.Mentaschi (2007: “I do not know of any other printed matter 
sent to the United Kingdom and franked with Naples Provinces 
postage stamps”) - Bottacchi (cert.2002) - P.V. (cert.2021) 
lot 95 - BASE 2,200.00 
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PARMA 
Provisional Government - c.80 olive bistre Vaccari n.31 - Sassone 2021 n.18 = euro 
18.000,00 - quite invisible hinge - very good quality - A.Diena - G.Oliva - P.V. 
(cert.2021) 
lot 104 - BASE 3,000.00 

  
PAPAL STATE 

b.50 blue Vaccari n.59, unused with original gum with hinge - Sassone 2021 n.10 = 
euro 45.000,00 - good quality - G.Colla (cert.2010) - P.V. (cert.2016) 

lot 109 - BASE 3,500.00 
 
 

PAPAL STATE 
b.50 dark ultramarine (print of 1864 defective because of cliché rust) Vaccari n.60, 
unused with original gum with hinge - Sassone 2021 n.12 = euro 65.000,00 - very 

good quality - A.Diena (cert.1969) - Giulio Bolaffi (cert.1973) - Paolo Vaccari 
(cert.2014) 

lot 110 - BASE 6,500.00 
 

PAPAL STATE 
c.3/1868 rose grey Vaccari n.71, unused with original gum without hinge - Sassone 

2021 n.23 = euro 37.500,00 - very good quality - M.Raybaudi (cert.2006) - P.V. 
(cert.2019) 

lot 130 - BASE 3,700.00 
 

 

 

KINGDOM OF SARDINIA 
IV issue c.40 lilac rose Vaccari n.56 - Sassone 2021 n.16Ce = euro 47.500,00 - 
invisible trace of hinge - rare - very good quality - En.Diena - R.M.Diena (cert.2018) - 
Paolo Vaccari (cert.2021) 
lot 170 - BASE 9,000.00 

 
SICILY 

gr.1 I plate I state paper of Naples rust brown Vaccari n.5, unused without gum, with 
retouch n.R14 - Sassone 2021 n.3/rit.14 = euro 75.000,00 (*) - rarity - good quality - 

A.Diena - En.Diena (cert.1984: “I do not know of any other example not cancelled of 
this retouch”) - P.V. (cert.2020) 

lot 199 - BASE 3,500.00 
 

SICILY 
gr.50 lake brown Vaccari n.22 (position 52) - Sassone 2021 n.14 = euro 12.000,00 - 

with good margins and with part of the lower example with double impression really 
evident (pos.62) Vaccari n.14c - well centred horse-shoe cancellation - really rare - 

very good quality - Em.Diena (cert.1927!) - P.Vaccari (cert.2021) 
lot 211 - BASE 2,750.00 
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TUSCANY 
cr.60 deep scarlet on greyish paper Vaccari n.29, with 3 very good margins and 1 
perfect at top - Sassone 2021 n.9 = euro 50.000,00+ - light cancellation “P.D.” - very 
good condition and freshness - Em.Diena - A.Diena - Enzo Diena (cert.1995) - P.V. 
(cert.2021) 
lot 224 - BASE 5,000.00

 
 
 
 

 
 

FOREIGN COUNTRIES - San Marino 
from S.Marino to Faenza with Sardinia c.5 green + c.10 bistre with boxed cancellation “S.Marino” + 

small circle “Rimini 10 Set. 63” repeated alongside - Sassone 2021 n.A1+A2 = euro 60.000,00 - on the 
back, “Faenza 10 Set. 63” on arrival - rare - very good quality - L.Raybaudi (cert.1980) - Paolo Vaccari 

(cert.2019) 
lot 401 - BASE 6,000.00

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We are available for further information 
and for high resolution images on demand. 



LIVE AUCTION and by mail 13 November 2021

Live Auction
Real-time bidding on the internet

Benefits
- control your bid until the last moment
- enjoy the excitement of  an auction without leaving your home
- listen to the auctioneer
- mark lots of  your choice to get an extra alert upon call

Get started
- visit www.vaccari.it or www.philasearch.com to register for the live auction
 by 5 p.m. (local time) of  Friday 12 November
- create a free account at www.philasearch.com
- click the activation link in your welcome e-mail to proceed
- after registering, you will be able to run a simulated auction to get used to all the features
- on the auction day, click “start bidding” to participate in the auction

Technical requirements
- in order to participate in the sale, you will need a stable internet connection
- we recommend a transfer rate of  at least 2 MBit. DSL/Broadband lines are recommended
- please use a current web browser (Firefox, Chrome, Internet Explorer), better with Java Script activated
- connection via mobile phone is not recommended to avoid possible signal delays or interruptions

A few hints
- take your time to go through the auction lots
- write down the lot numbers you would like to bid on and think about your maximum bid for every lot
- if  you have any questions, ask in advance
- be on your computer in time
- during the live auction, do not wait too long with your bids: if  your internet connection is too slow, they 

may not arrive in time

- When registering for the live auction, Customers will be requested to provide personal information and to 
accept Vaccari public auction Terms of  Sale.

- For those who take part in the live bidding auction, the Vendor is not responsible for any problem
 occurring before or during connection.

https://www.vaccari.it  or  https://www.philasearch.com

SHOP VISIT OUR 
SOCIAL SHOP
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